If exp(A',)\{0} is equipped with a topology that preserves the topological convergence of nets of sets for every i el, then the Tychonoff product of the family {exp(JQ\{0}:i'e/} is compact if and only if X( is compact for every i S I. A similar result concerning sequential compactness is valid, for countable /.
TYCHONOFF'S THEOREM FOR HYPERSPACES FRANK A. CHIMENTI

Abstract.
If exp(A',)\{0} is equipped with a topology that preserves the topological convergence of nets of sets for every i el, then the Tychonoff product of the family {exp(JQ\{0}:i'e/} is compact if and only if X( is compact for every i S I. A similar result concerning sequential compactness is valid, for countable /.
In [8] , Y.-F. Lin describes a topology for the cartesian product, P, of the family {exp(J5Q\{0} : /' e /} which he calls the Af-product of the family {Xi :i el} of topological spaces. He proves that the M-product is compact, if X¿ is compact, for every i e I. We improve this result (see Theorem 4) and obtain a related result (see Theorem 8) by observing that the Mproduct is a Tychonoff product, where exr>(Xf)\{0} is equipped with the Vietoris topology (which preserves the topological convergence of nets of sets, since Xt is compact), for every i e I.
If X is a topological space with topology T, Tv denotes the Vietoris or finite topology on exp(A') generated by T. We note (see E. Michael [9] ) that Tv can be generated by using the class {{Aeexp(X):A c U}:UeT} u {{A e exp(X) : A n V j¿ 0}:VeT} as a subbase. For convenience let exp*(.Y)=expCY)\{0}.
The topology for the M-product has as a subbase the totality of all sets of either the form (a) {FeP:F(i)<= UA ortheform (b) {Fe P:F(j)r\Vj9¿0}, where U{ and Vi are arbitrary open subsets of X{ and X¡, respectively. The images of (a) and (b) under their respective projection maps/?, and/?, are subbasic open sets in the Vietoris topology on the factor spaces exp*(A'i) and exp*(A"3), respectively. It is an easy exercise to show that the Tychonoff topology on the cartesian product of a family of spaces can be generated by the class of inverse images under the projection maps onto the factor spaces of the subbasic open sets in the factor spaces; see for instance [2] .
[January The following definition of the topological convergence of sequences of sets can be found in F. Hausdorff [6] and of nets of sets appeared for the first time in G. Birkhoff [1] .
The topological limit inferior (respectively, superior) of a net or sequence (An,N) of subsets of a topological space X is that subset of X, denoted by Li(/in) (respectively, Ls(An)), each of whose elements satisfies the condition that for each of its neighborhoods U the set {n e N:AnC\ U¿é 0 } is a residual (respectively, cofinal) subset of A^. Recall that a subset C of a directed set D is cofinal (respectively, residual) in D means that for every deD there is a c e C satisfying c>d in D (respectively, means that D\C is not cofinal in D). We remark that if A/ is the positive integers equipped with their natural ordering, then cofinal translates as infinite and residual as cofinite (a cofinite subset meaning one whose complement is finite). The topological limit of (An, N), denoted by Lim(An), is said to exist if and only if ~Li(A")=Ls(A"). Whenever Lim(An) exists, (A", N) is said to converge topologically. The power set of X equipped with this convergence structure for nets of sets we will denote by the pair (exp(X), C). The pair (exp(X), C*) will denote the power set of X equipped with the sequential convergence structure. To say that a subset R of exp(X) is C (C*)-compact means every net (sequence) in R has a subnet (subsequence) which C (C*)-converges to an element of R. If F is a topology for exp(X) and R is a subset of exp(A'), then by Ton R is meant the relativization of T to R.
(1) exp*(X) is C-compact if and only if X is compact.
Proof.
Suppose exp*(A') is C-compact and (x", N) is a net in X, then ({xn}, N) has a subnet ({xfc(m,}, M) which C-converges to A e exp*(X).
If x e A, then (xi(m), M) is a subnet of (xn, N) convergent in X to x, as x eLi({xt(m)}) (see Z. Frolik [5] ). Conversely, suppose Xis compact and (An, N) is a net in exp*(A'). Now (An, N) has a subnet (Ak{m), M) which is C-convergent in exp(Z), since S. Mrowka (see [10] ) has shown that exp(X) is C-compact for every topological space X. Let xk(m) e Ak(m), for every meM, then (xk(m),M) has a cluster point x in X. Thus Um(AUm))=Ts(Ak(m))ji0, since x e hs(Ak{m)) (see [5] ). To say that a topology F for exp(X) preserves C (C*) for exp(X) means that a net (sequence) (An, N) C (C*)-converges to A implies (An, N) Tconverges to A.
As a corollary to (1) we have (2) exp*(X) is compact in a topology that preserves C if and only if X is compact.
Proof. Suppose exp*(X) is compact in a topology T on exp*(X), where T preserves C. Assuming that X is not compact implies there is a net (An,N) in exp*(A") which C-converges to 0 ; thus every subnet of (An,N) also C-converges to 0. Hence every subnet of (An, N) F-converges to 0, as T preserves C. This contradiction yields that X is compact. Conversely, if JY is compact, then exp*(A") is C-compact, hence is compact in any topology that preserves C.
We now consider a particular class of topologies for exp(X) that will preserve C (C*). To say that a topology for exp ( We remark that if S equals, respectively, the class of closed sets, the class of compact sets, and the class of compact closures of open sets, then the topology generated is the Vietoris topology, the //-topology (see Fell [4] ), and the lbc-topology (see Mrowka [10] ). We denote these topologies by the labels Tv, TF and TM, respectively.
We note that {0}=[0, 0], so 0 is always an isolated point in a finite type topology for exp(A0, thus in Tr, TF and TM. We note further that TM^TF always; TF^TV for Hausdorff spaces, since then compact implies closed; TV^TF for compact spaces, since then closed implies compact; and TF^TM on the subspace of exp(.Y) consisting of the closed subsets of X (which we denote by [exp(A')]) for locally compact regular spaces X that need not be Hausdorff. To be consistent [exp*(A")] will denote the collection of nonempty closed subsets of X. Thus TM and TF preserve C always and Tr preserves C, if Xis compact. The value of (3) stems from the fact that if X is compact and not regular, then TF and Tv are different topologies for exp(X), even if X is F, (i.e., singleton sets are closed). This follows since Fell [4] has shown that TF is Hausdorff on [exp(A')] if X is locally compact, and since Michael [9] has shown that Tr is Hausdorff on [exp*^)] if and only if X is regular.
We remark that (2) and (3) above imply that if X is compact, then exp*(Z) is compact in each of the topologies Tv, TF and TM, since exp*(X) is closed in every topology of finite type.
It might be interesting to study the properties of topologies of finite type for exp(A"), but this will not be done in this paper.
The Tychonoff theorem now yields.
(4) Theorem. If F, is a topology on exp*(X{) that preserves C" for every i el, then the Tychonoff product of {exp*(X¡):ie 1} is compact if and only if X{ is compact for every i e I.
We remark that Lin's theorem is the reverse implication in (4), where exp*(X¡) is equipped with the Vietoris topology for every í el, since, by the remark following (3), exp*(X) is compact in the Vietoris topology if and only if A" is compact. For a deeper examination of this last equivalence, see [7] .
To obtain some related results on sequences of sets and countable collections of spaces we must restrict our attention to the class of hypersequentially compact (HSC) spaces, i.e., those spaces for which exp(A') is C*-compact. We remark that the Sorgenfrey plane is not HSC and that every hereditary Lindelof space is HSC. For more details on HSC spaces see [3] . We note that a sequentially compact space is one in which every sequence has a convergent subsequence and that in what follows N always denotes {1, 2, 3, • • •} and (An) is always a sequence of sets. Proof. Suppose exp*(A") is C*-compact and (x") is a sequence in X. Now ({xn}) has a subsequence ({xk(n)}) which C*-converges to A e exp*(A"). If x e A, then (xi(n)) is a subsequence of (xre) convergent in X to x, as x e Li({xk{n)}). To see that X is HSC, let (An) be any sequence in exp(Z) and M={n e N: An= 0}. If M is infinite, then (Am)meM is a subsequence of (An) that converges to 0. If M is finite, then (An)n¿t is a subsequence of (An) belonging to exp*(A); hence it and consequently (An) has a C*-convergent subsequence, where t e N and t>m, for every me M.
Conversely, suppose A" is sequentially compact and HSC and (An) is a sequence in exp*(A). Now (An) has a subsequence (Akln)) which is C*-convergent in exp(X). Let xt(n) e Akin), for every n e N, then (xfc(M)) has a sequential cluster point (i.e., limit point of a subsequence), x, in X. Thus Lim(^WB))=Ls(^i(B))9í 0, as x e Ls(^fc(n)).
As a corollary to (2) we have (6) exp*(X) is sequentially compact in a topology that preserves C* if and only ifX is sequentially compact and HSC.
We remark that a proof for (6) can be obtained by replacing, in the proof for (2), net and C by sequence and C*, respectively, and compact by either sequentially compact and HSC or sequentially compact, where appropriate. (7) below simply shows that there is a topology for exp(X) that preserves C*. Proof. Parrot the proof of (3) replacing net by sequence, subset by subsequence and compact by sequentially compact, whenever necessary.
An application of the countable diagonal process yields (8) Theorem. If Tn is a topology on exp*(A"") that preserves CB, for every n e N, then the Tychonoff product of{exp*(Xn):n e N} is sequentially compact if and only ifXn is sequentially compact and HSC, for every ne N.
(9) Corollary.
IfXn is sequentially compact and hereditarily Lindelof, then the Tychonoff product of{exp*(Xn):n e N} is sequentially compact.
We remark that if A" is a Fx space, (1) through (9) remain valid with exp*(l") replaced by [exp*(Ar)], since Lim(v4")=cl(Lim(^n)) = Lim(cl(^(n)).
